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ABSTRACT
Wang, Man Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2013. Dependence-Based Source
Level Tracing and Replay for Networked Embedded Systems.
Major Professor:
Zhiyuan Li.
Error detection and diagnosis for networked embedded systems remain challenging and tedious due to issues such as a large number of computing entities, hardware
resource constraints, and non-deterministic behaviors. The run-time checking is often
necessitated by the fact that the static verification fails whenever there exist conditions unknown prior to execution. Complexities in hardware, software and even the
operating environments can also defeat the static analysis and simulations. Recordand-replay has long been proposed for distributed systems error diagnosis. Under this
method, assertions are inserted in the target program for run-time error detection. At
run-time, the violation of any asserted property triggers actions for reporting an error
and saving an execution trace for error replay. This dissertation takes wireless sensor
networks, a special but representative type of networked embedded systems, as an
example to propose a dependence-based source-level tracing-and-replay methodology
for detecting and reproducing errors. This work makes three main contributions towards making error detection and replay automatic. First, SensorC, a domain-specific
language for wireless sensor networks, is proposed to specify properties at a high
level. This property specification approach can be not only used in our record-replay
methodology but also integrated with other verification analysis approaches, such as
model checking. Second, a greedy heuristic method is developed to decompose global
properties into a set of local ones with the goal of minimizing the communication traf-
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fic for state information exchanges. Each local property is checked by a certain sensor
node. Third, a dependence-based multi-level method for memory-efficient tracing and
replay is proposed. In the interest of portability across different hardware platforms,
this method is implemented as a source-level tracing and replaying tool. To test our
methodology, we have built different wireless sensor networks by using TelosB motes
and Zolertia Z1 motes separately. The experiments’ results show that our work has
made it possible to instrument several test programs on wireless sensor networks under the stringent program memory constraint, reduce the data transferring required
for error detection, and find and diagnose realistic errors.

1

1 INTRODUCTION
Networked embedded systems [1], including wireless sensor networks (WSNs), distributed control systems, and so on, have gained increasing attention due to their
wide range of applications. To improve the reliability of such systems, techniques
ranging from static program analysis to model checking and so on, have been proposed. However, due to their attributes such as large number of computing entities,
hardware resource constraints, and non-deterministic behaviors, runtime error detection and diagnosis for networked embedded systems is needed.
Run-time checking [2–4] is often necessitated by the fact that static verification
fails whenever there exist conditions unknown prior to execution. Complexities in
hardware, software, and even the operating environment can also defeat a static
analysis. Deterministic replay (or record-replay) is an error diagnosis method which
has long been proposed for distributed systems to enhance the programmer’s ability to find complex software errors. Under this method, nondeterministic events are
recorded throughout the system operation. When an error is reported, the program
can be re-run with the recorded events. The replayed program can reproduce the
detected error and allow the programmer to inspect the executed statements. Therefore, the source of the error, namely the incorrectly written statements or unexpected
events causing the error, can be located by the programmer with the understanding
of the incorrect execution.
Although numerous replay techniques [5–9] that differ mainly in how to handle
nondeterministic events and reduce runtime overhead have emerged, two main obsta-
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cles prevent the practical use of deterministic replay in networked embedded systems
for error detection and diagnosis.
The first obstacle regards the method of detecting run time errors that are not
as obvious as the system crash. Both the deterministic replay and software verification tools assume the availability of specifications of correct behaviors (or inversely,
incorrect behaviors). The most natural way to specify the correct behaviors of a
networked embedded system is to define a set of global properties that must be satisfied by quantities collected from multiple nodes, since most of the time, nodes in the
entire system work together to perform a task. It is commonly known that, in most
cases, a global property cannot be verified in a static way because there will likely be
quantities that are unknown until the system is either deployed or simulated. One
way to verify global properties at run time is to perform a centralized checking [10],
i.e., to select a single node (e.g. base-station) so as to collect all the quantities from
the nodes involved in the predicates. Such a centralized approach, however, requires
all the nodes whose states are involved in the global property to send their execution traces to the base station, which incurs bookkeeping and networking cost that
are excessive in most cases. Furthermore, the program execution, including message
passing, on all the involved nodes must be replayed in order to diagnose the error. In
contrast, by using a global property that can be decomposed into a conjunction of
several sub-properties such that each involves only the quantities from a single entity,
the ideal goal of distributed local checking by multiple entities can be attained. In
general, a networked embedded system reacts to events whose timing is difficult to
predict or to specify during the program development, and the data transmission is
complex and dynamic. Due to these reasons, it is often a challenging task for the
application programmer to decide what sub-properties to check for each node.
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The second obstacle is how to run deterministic replay efficiently in networked
embedded system. On the one hand, even for resource-rich distributed and parallel
systems, the high runtime overhead is a traditional barrier for deterministic replay.
Some recent works try to reduce the runtime overhead of production time in the cost
of increasing debugging time. However, these approaches may fail to expose the real
root of an error [11]. For the networked embedded systems, this overhead is more
critical. In addition, in the resource-rich systems, compared with the original program size and the available memory, the instrumented code size is too small to be
a problem. However, the limited program memory on embedded devices (e.g., 48
KB on the popular TelosB motes used in wireless sensor networks) has forced most
existing schemes for run-time tracing on networked embedded systems to record only
coarse information, which is far from sufficient for deterministic replay. This makes
it difficult to pinpoint the source of the errors which are detected at run time. On
the other hand, an error could propagate along with the message transmission. As
a consequence, an error may be caused by the incorrect execution on one node but
later detected on another node. Distributed replay can faithfully reenact the runtime
execution, but if the system has a large number of nodes and complex message transmission, the programmer may not be able to reason logically about the recorded logs
and to find the errors. From our experiments, which will be discussed in Chapter
5, not all the nodes need to be analyzed for locating the error, especially in a large
networked embedded system. Replaying all the nodes together will generate redundant information which would actually hamper the programmer’s ability to inspect
the execution trace efficiently. Therefore, trimming redundant traces without losing
the accuracy of the diagnosis also has an important role in deterministic replay.
By focusing on the two main challenges stated above, this dissertation investigates
how to detect and diagnose errors efficiently in networked embedded systems. As
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one special type of the networked embedded systems, wireless sensor networks [12]
are gaining an increased attention for their possible wide use in applications such
as military applications, structural health monitoring, environmental surveillance,
scientific observation, industrial monitoring, and so on [13–17]. A WSN can consist
of many small sensor nodes, each of which is an embedded system and communicates
with others via a radio transmitter. Severe resource constraints represent one of the
distinctive features of wireless sensor networks, which makes the conventional error
diagnosis techniques derived from wired networks not be suited for WSNs [18]. In
particular, small memory (Table 1.1 lists several popular commercial motes/sensor
nodes) makes applying tracing and replay approach on WSNs more challenging as we
discussed above. That is why, we use WSNs, a special kind of networked embedded
systems, as our experiment target object. We believe that our proposed methodology
and the developed tools can be extended to other types of networked embedded
systems.
Table 1.1 Sensor nodes
Name

RAM

Flash
Memory

Micro-controller

Mica2 [19]

4KB

128KB

ATMEGA 128L

MicaZ [20]

4KB

128KB

ATMEGA 128

TelosB [21] 10KB

48KB

Texas
Instruments MSP430
micro-controller

Zolertia Z1 8KB
[22]

92KB

Texas
Instruments
MSP430F-2617

TinyNode
[23]

512KB

Texas
Instruments MSP430
micro-controller

8KB
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The main contributions of this dissertation are as follows:
(1) We design a domain specific language SensorC and develop the corresponding
SensorC compiler to specify the global properties which must be satisfied when
the system and its application software are deployed. The SensorC language
allows programmers to specify properties using propositional logic with bounded
time variables. It also provides programmers more flexibility to describe a fine
system behavior by introducing the network topology and routing information.
This property-specification approach can be not only used in our record-replay
methodology, but also integrated with other verification analysis, such as model
checking.
(2) We design a Global Property Decomposition (GPD) algorithm to decompose
global properties automatically into local ones, which can be detected on single
sensor nodes. This decomposition can (a) reduce the communication traffic
for state information exchanges caused by centralized checking and (b) reduce
the collected trace used for replay. This GPD algorithm is integrated with our
developed SensorC compiler.
(3) We present a dependence-based source level tracing and replay method for error
diagnosis. This scheme lends an effective solution for the memory size problem.
We develop a source-level tracing and replaying tool which is independent of
the hardware platforms and the cross compiler (except for a system library call
to make certain memory accesses atomic). The source-level tracing, compared
with the assembly-level tracing, offers a high portability of the tool. It also
enables the user to take advantage of the many existing source-level debuggers,
such as GNU’s gdb, when replaying on a desktop machine.
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(4) To improve the efficiency of replay, especially when an error propagates along
with messages in a large WSN, we design a new program analysis which identifies
program sub-traces that can be skipped for replay without losing the accuracy
of the diagnosis.
(5) We build WSNs by using TelosB motes and Zolertia Z1 motes separately to test
our methodology. The results of our experiments demonstrate that our work has
made it possible to instrument several test programs on wireless sensor networks
under the stringent program memory constraint, reduce the data transferring
required for error detection, and find and diagnose realistic errors.
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 defines the problem
model addressed by this dissertation and gives an overview of our work. Chapter
3 first presents the SensorC specification language and the corresponding SensorC
compiler, and then discusses the Global Property Decomposition algorithm. Chapter
4 discusses the record and replay methodology for a single node. Chapter 5 proposes
the ways to extend this methodology to the entire system. Chapter 6 summarizes
related works on wireless sensor network debugging, deterministic replay, and system
behavior synthesis. Finally, Chapter 7 offers the main conclusions and proposes future
work.

7

2 OVERVIEW
In this chapter, we define the error detection and diagnosis problem discussed in this
dissertation, and then we propose the methodology and system framework at a high
level.

2.1 Error and Error Source
First, we discuss the detected error and the error source targeted in this dissertation.
Error The types of errors targeted by our scheme go beyond the system crash. In
order to verify if a program is implemented correctly at run-time, the application
programmer may specify a set of correctness properties, e.g., sensor data must
be reported from each mote to the base station within a certain time limit.
Such properties are specified using predicates defined over a list of program
variables under a certain system of logic, e.g., temporal logic [24]. The program
is required to satisfy this set of properties within a specified program scope,
e.g., the entire program (as long as all the variables in the predicate are global),
individual functions, individual program segments, or any point between two
specific program statements. In this dissertation, an error is detected if any
violation of certain properties can be detected at run time.
Error Source Assuming that the property correctness predicates themselves are
composed correctly, when a predicate becomes violated, we know that at least
one of its variables has obtained an incorrect value through some point in the
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program where the variable was updated. That value may be the result of
earlier operations that used incorrect operands. Eventually, the violation must
be traced back to its source through a chain of data/control dependence and/or
message send/receive relationship. Although the properties violation, or errors,
caused by hardware, such as messages delay/loss in the network, can be detected
at run-time by our error detection method, locating the origin of the violation
requires debugging not only the program implemented by programmers but
also the hardware equipments. Our error diagnosis work focuses on software
bugs. Therefore, for the purpose of this work, we consider the possibility of
error sources: one or more program statements are written incorrectly. This
possibility can cause certain unexpected events to occur, e.g., messages are sent
with incorrect contents. Therefore, the error source can be located in the same
sensor node where the error is detected, or it can also be located in a different
node due to error propagation along with message transmission.

2.2 Global Properties vs. Local Properties
The properties considered in this dissertation are those that can be formally specified by propositional logic [25]. Time variables are allowed in the predicates as long
as arithmetic expressions containing such variables are bounded by constants. For
example, one may require the network routing protocol to establish a path from
any arbitrary sensor mote to the base station within t time units. As another example, the clause “event E1 must happen before event E2” is also allowed as long
as both events can be timed during the operation. One can then simply state that
“E1.time < E2.time.” However, clauses such as “event E eventually happens” are by
nature not suitable for error detection because the fact that E has not happened yet
never indicates an error. Hence, such clauses are not considered in this dissertation.
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Based on the nodes involved, we categorize properties targeted by this dissertation
into two classes, global properties and local properties, which are defined as follows:
Definition 1 Let W be a wireless sensor network that contains n nodes (also known
as motes). The programs executing on different nodes do not need to be the same. If
a property P concerns only the state of the program execution on node i, 1≤i≤n, we
call P a local property on node i. Any property that concerns the program states on
more than one node is called a global property.
In the distributed approach stated in the introduction, the global property is first
rewritten as a conjunction, such that each conjunctive clause P i is assigned to a node
i. If P i contains a data item, di , that is not local to node i, then message passing
must be inserted in the programs such that the up-to-date copy of di is made available
on node i, perhaps after a certain delay. We say that di becomes local. After all the
remote data items become local, P i becomes a local property that can be verified on
node i.
Formally, let P G represent a global property and Li (1≤i≤n) a local property of
node i. If we have
P G = L1 ∧ L2 ∧ . . . ∧ Ln ,

(2.1)

and then the violation of P G can be represented by

¬P G = ¬L1 ∨ ¬L2 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬Ln .

(2.2)

With Equation 2.2, we can insert operations to evaluate each predicate Li on node i.
If the truth value is false, node i reports the error to the base station. Assuming there
to be no constraints on the placement of message passing, there will be, in general,
more than one way to decompose any given global property. The minimization of
message passing is used in this dissertation as the metric of optimality.
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2.3 Deterministic Tracing and Replay
If the entire sequence of executed instructions and operands are recorded, one
could follow the dynamic use-def chain (in a node) or send-receive chain (between
nodes)backward to inspect the program statements along the way until the origin of
the error is found. The cost of such a complete recording is prohibitive in both time
and space. Under the record-and-replay scheme, however, we only need to record
all the nondeterministic events on each mote, which mainly includes all external
messages, task scheduling decisions, hardware register status, and internal interrupts
in a wireless sensor network.

2.3.1 Source-Level Instrumentation
To record run-time logs, we can use either of the two types of instrumentation
compared in Table 2.1 [26]. In our work, we have adopted source-level instrumentation
tracing and replaying methodology due to the following reasons.
(1) The source-level instrumentation offers a high portability across different devices. There are a variety of embedded system platforms. However, C is the
most common language for embedded systems [27]. In addition, it is easier for
programmers to modify the software rather than the hardware.
(2) The objective of our work is not only to detect errors but also to help programmers locate error sources in the original program. Therefore, the logs and
replayed traces must be readable and tractable. The source-level instrumentation allows execution behaviors to be linked back to source code. It is obvious
that reading source code is easier than reading binary code, and the original
data/control dependence can be observed.
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(3) By applying source level instrumentation, our approach enables the user to take
advantage of many existing source-level debuggers, such as GNU’s gdb, when
replaying on a desktop machine.

Table 2.1 Source-level instrumentation vs. binary instrumentation
Source-Level Instrumentation

Binary Instrumentaion

Portability

Good across devices

Good across languages

Source Correlation

Possible

Generally impossible

Generated Replay Source level, easily underCode
stood by programmers

Binary level

After an error is found, we still leave the instrumented code in the program.
This is because the program may still have other hidden errors. Moreover, removing
instrumentation may cause certain timing-dependent errors to resurface, and we lose
the means to record the trace.

2.3.2 Main Assumptions
Since the program on each sensor node may run indefinitely, the length of the
trace is unbounded. With limited storage for the trace, generally one retrieves only
a tail of the full trace. Replay is therefore often partial in practice. In order to
enable deterministic replay corresponding to the retrieved trace tail, we require the
considered program to satisfy the following assumptions:
Assumption 1: The infinite running of the program is controlled by one or more
infinite loops which are recognized at compile time.
Assumption 2: The source code of each application is available. If some functions
such as system call is unreachable, their side effects are predicable.
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Under Assumption 1, we insert in each infinite loop an anchor checkpoint(or anchor point) at which we record the values of all variables needed to enable replaying
the program starting from this program point. The function containing an anchor
point is called boundary function. The local variables of the callers of a boundary
function are not recorded at the anchor point.
Assumption 2 guarantees that the source-level instrumentation is applicable.

2.4 System Framework
Figure 2.1 is the framework of the whole system, which contains three parts:
Part I: Given a global property, the system automatically decomposes it into several
local properties which could be inserted into different nodes. The design and
implementation details of this part are discussed in Chapter 3.
Part II: Using the error checking invariants as the slicing criteria, a compiler is used
to do backward slicing and dependence analysis to decide and instrument code
for run-time logging. If the error checking invariants are different on each node,
the instrumented program running on each node might be different. For this
part, Chapter 4 focuses on a single node and Chapter 5 extends the work to the
entire system.
Part III: When an error is reported, the trace of each node is retrieved, and the
replayed program, which will execute on a desktop machine and reproduce the
reported error, is generated. The work of this part is presented in both Chapter
4 and 5.
We use TinyOS [28], which is written in nesC [29], as our testing environment for
the developed tool discussed in the following chapters. TinyOS is one of the most
popular operating systems for sensor network applications. It has been used by more
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than 100 research groups worldwide. TinyOS supports an event-driven concurrency
model, the core of which consists of tasks and interrupt handlers [30]. Tasks are
run to completion, and they are not preempted by each other. However, tasks are
not atomic to interrupt handlers which can be triggered at any time. Typically, a
TinyOS application consists of a group of components which are wired together by
a top-level configuration. The nesC compiler first converts the application into a C
program, which is then compiled by the cross compiler into machine code executable
on the specific hardware. Although we use TinyOS application as our test cases, our
work focuses on the intermediate C program generated by nesC compiler. Therefore,
our methodology and implementation can be easily extended to other networked
embedded systems whose applications are written by C or can be transferred to C
language as nesC does.
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3 GLOBAL PROPERTY VIOLATION DETECTION
In this chapter, we discuss how to define a property using propositional logic and
how to convert a defined global property into local invariants inserted into programs
installed on motes for runtime checking. In Section 3.1, we design a domain specific
language, called SensorC, to specify global properties for WSN applications. Section
3.2 discusses the design of a source-to-source compiler, simply called the SensorC
compiler to decompose global properties into conjunctions of local properties. The
framework is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Local Properties on
Node 1
(SensorC_L
programs)

Global Properties
(SensorC_G
Program)
SensorC
Compiler
Resource Pool
(Optional)

Local Properties on
Node n
(SensorC_L
programs)

Figure 3.1. Framework of property decomposition tool

3.1 SensorC: How to Specify Properties
SensorC is a domain specific language which can be used to specify WSN global
properties and local properties. It is designed for programmers who want to specify
properties for detecting their own WSN programs. The global property specification
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written in SensorC is called a SensorC G program, which refers to the variables in the
given application program to specify the desired property. Illustrated in Figure 3.1,
a sensorC G program will be translated by the SensorC compiler into a set of SensorC L programs after decomposing the global properties into the conjunctions of
local properties. Each SensorC L program, which is responsible for checking the local
properties, is integrated into the application program for recording the trace needed
for replay in case an error is detected. The integrated program will be deployed and
run on a certain node (A set of nodes may run copies of the same program). Programmers need to write their own SensorC G program and the corresponding SensorC L
programs will be generated automatically by SensorC compiler.
As an example, consider the Loop Free property required for the AODV routing
protocol [31]. This property states that the routing tables of all nodes must not form
a routing loop. This property can be specified by the SensorC G program shown in
Figure 3.2(a), which is then translated by the SensorC compiler into SensorC L programs. Figure 3.2(b) shows the SensorC L program that contains the local property
to be checked at run time on node 7.
In the following, we present the syntax forms of SensorC G and SensorC L programs and describe how to define global properties checking using such syntax forms.

3.1.1 SensorC G
A SensorC G program begins with a pragma #GLOBAL and is followed by four
program segments: two essential segments #DEFINITION and #PROPERTY, and
two optional segments #NETWORK and #ROUTING. The main production rules
are listed in Figure 3.3, where the bold words represent terminal symbols. This
section only discusses the essential segments and the optional ones will be discussed
in Section 3.3.
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#GLOBAL
#DEFINITION
GLOBAL var rt = AODV_M__route_table_;
TEMP P1,P2;
NODE n = [ALL];
NODE d = [0];
NODE m = [ALL];
#NETWORK
#ROUTING
#PROPERTY
P1 = (rt[n].dest == d) AND (rt[n].next == m) ;
P2 = (rt[n].seq < rt[m].seq) OR
(rt[n].seq == rt[m].seq AND
rt[n].hop>rt[m].hop);
IF ( NOT (P1->P2)) ERROR ;
(a)

#LOCAL 7
#DEFINITION
GLOBAL var rt = AODV_M__route_table_;
NODE m = [ALL];
#PROPERTY
IF ((rt.dest==0) AND (rt.next==m))
IF ((rt.seq >= rt[m].seq) AND
(rt.seq <> rt[m].seq OR
rt<=rt[m].hop))
ERROR;

(b)

Figure 3.2. Examples of SensorC programs. (a) SensorC G; (b) SensorC L
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segment1→ #DEFINITION
declList
declList → ε
List decl
→ GLOBAL globa
| TEMP declname; | NODE declname = [indices];
decl
globaldecl →alias_event | alias_var
alias_even → event declname = app_expression
alias_var → var declname = app_var
indices → ALL | nodeIDlist
(a)
segment2 → #NETWORK
file
file
→ ε | file_name;
(b)












segment3 → #ROUTING
protocol
protocol → ε | protocol_name;
(c)
segment4

→ #PROPERTY

propertyDef
propertyDef → ε | propertyDef assignment | propertyDef prochecking
assignment → declname = propositional_formula ;
prochecking → IF (NOT property) ERROR ;
property
→ propositional_formula
propositional_atom → boolean_expression | wsn_expression | #(event)
wsn_expression → declname SEND data TO declname cond
| declname RECEIVE data FROM declname cond
| declname BROADCAST data cond
cond
→ ε| condition| time
→ LESS_THAN x | EVERY x | NEVER
time
(d)

Figure 3.3. Basic grammar for writing SensorC G programs
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#DEFINITION
As illustrated in Figure 3.3(a), the #DEFINITION segment contains a list of
declarations. There are three types of declarations (symbol decl ): GLOBAL,
TEMP and NODE, which are explained as follows:
GLOBAL This group of declaration establishes correspondence between the
variables used to specify properties (in the later #PROPERTY segment)
and the ones appearing in the WSN program. There are two kinds of
GLOBAL declarations. The first kind, alias event, corresponds to events
recognized and handled by the WSN application, and the second kind,
alias var, corresponds to program variables.

In the third line of Fig-

ure 3.2(a), rt corresponds to application variable AODV M route table ,
which points to the routing table used in the AODV protocol. As shown in
Figure 3.2(b), the declaration of rt is copied to the generated local property
specification.
TEMP If a variable is declared as TEMP, then it is a temporary variable used
to build a property and does not correspond to any WSN program variable.
After global property decomposition, TEMP variables will disappear from
the SensorC L programs.
NODE A NODE variable is used to identify a node in the WSN. In the next
program segment, NODE variables will be mapped to real node IDs referenced in the WSN application. In the grammar, the non-terminal symbol
nodeIDlist can represent (i) a single integer; (ii) a list of integers which are
separated by commas; or (iii) a list of consecutive integers in the form of
“first integer ... last integer”. In Figure 3.2, variable d can only represent
the node whose id index is 0, while n and m represent all nodes in this
WSN.
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#PROPERTY
This segment specifies properties in terms of variables declared in the #DEFINITION segment. Each property is represented as a propositional formula [25].
The propositional atom used in the formulas can be any Boolean expression or
wsn expression as defined in Figure 3.3(d). The production rules define three
main types of constructs: (i) productions that specify assignments of propositional formulas to TEMP variables; (ii) productions that define properties in
the form of propositional formulas; (iii) the “prochecking” production which
explicitly claims that, if a certain property is violated, then the ERROR condition must be raised. The programmer can make as many claims as desired. At
run time, as soon as any property is violated, an error is reported.
Unlike in the #DEFINITION segment, all GLOBAL variables used in the
#PROPERTY segment are followed by a pair of square brackets (i.e. “[]”)
which encloses a NODE variable (e.g. [n]) or an integer (e.g. [0]). This indicates the node from which the data will be collected to check the property.
Consider the “Loop Free” example in Figure 3.2 again. Every reference to
GLOBAL variable rt is followed by a NODE variable. The property defined
here means that, if node m is the next hop of node n towards the destination
d (P 1), the corresponding sequence number in n′ s routing table should be less
than the one in m′ s routing table. If, instead, they are the same, then the
number of hops from n to d should be greater than the number of hops from m
to d (P 2) [32].

3.1.2 SensorC L
Different from SensorC G programs which are written by programmers, a SensorC L program is generated by the SensorC compiler. It shares most of the gram-
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mars with SensorC G and its main differences from the SensorC G counterpart are
listed as follows.
(1) A SensorC L program starts with the “#LOCAL” pragma which is followed by
a node ID to indicate on which node this local property will be checked at run
time.
(2) Compared with SensorC G programs, a SensorC L program contains only two
essential segments: #DEFINITION and #PROPERTY, whose grammars are
similar to that for a SensorC G program. In the #PROPERTY segment, if a
GLOBAL variable represents the data from this local node, the index does not
have to be added. For example, in Figure 3.2, the “rt.dest” means the value of
rt.dest collected from node 7.
(3) A SensorC L program allows another form of property checking (represented by
the production for nonterminal prochecking2) in the #PROPERTY segment.
The production rule is shown in Figure 3.4. The reason for introducing this
type of production will be explained in the next sub-section.

prochecking2



IF






lation)
IF (property_2_violation)
ERROR ;
  

Figure 3.4. A production rule for property checking in SensorC L

3.2 How to decompose a global property
As discussed in Section 2.2, if a global property can be rewritten as Equation 2.1,
the violation can be represented by Equation 2.2. We can then follow Equation 2.2
to insert local invariants into different nodes for error detection. We now present a
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property decomposition algorithm to find a set of Li which satisfy Equation 2.1. In
order to describe the decomposition algorithm, some definitions are made as follows.
Definition 2 Consider a property P specified in the #PROPERTY segment. If it
contains any NODE variables, it is called a template property. By replacing each
NODE variable with any integer belonging to its assigned indices, the generated new
property is called an instantiated property of P .
For example, suppose a WSN has 10 nodes. The property defined in Figure 3.2 has
10*10=100 instantiated properties (without explicitly declaration, different NODE
variables used in one property may represent the same node) , an example of which
being the following:
((rt[1].dest == 0) ∧ (rt[1].next == 2)) →
(rt[1].seq < rt[2].seq ∨ (rt[1].seq == rt[2].seql ∧ rt[1].hop > rt[2].hop))
Obviously, if any instantiated property is violated at run time, an error must be
reported.
Definition 3 For a property assigned to node i, let V ( Li ) be the set of GLOBAL
variables in Li . For each variable (v ∈ V (Li )), if the index followed by v is equal to
i, v is a local variable of node i. If the index followed by v is equal to j(j ≥ 0, j 6= i),
then v is a remote variable of node i. If all variables used in Li are local variables,
then Li is a local property.

3.2.1 A Global Property Decomposition (GPD) Algorithm
We follow Algorithm 1 to decompose the global properties. First of all, for each
global property P , we substitute each TEMP variable with its defined expression(step
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1), which can be achieved by backward substitution. The substitution does not change
the truth value of P .
Algorithm 1 (GPD algorithm) Decompose a global property P into local properties
Replace TEMP variables used in P by their assigned values recursively, until there
are no TEMP variables any more.
2: If P is a template property, enumerate all the possibilities of each NODE variables
in P to generate S, a set which contains all t instantiated properties of P :
1:

S = {P 1, P 2 , . . . , P t}
For each P i , let P ′ i be the formula converted from P i by replacing wsn expression
(if there is any included in P i ) based on the rules listed in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2.
4: for i = 1 → t do
5:
Convert P ′ i to its equivalent Conjunctive Normal Form:
3:

P ′ i = P ′i,1 ∧ P ′i,2 ∧ . . . ∧ P ′ i,ki
For each P ′ i,j , find the node loc that, if property P i,j is checked on node loc,
P ′ i,j contains the smallest number of remote variables.
7: end for
8: Let Li = ∧(P ′ i,j |P ′ i,j will be checked on node mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ t, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki). If there
is no any such P ′i,j , Li = NULL. ⋄
6:

In the second step, all instantiated properties of P are generated. The reason for
generating instantiated properties is to accurately calculate the number of remote
variables in the next steps and to reduce the data transmission during run time
error detection. In Algorithm 2 presented later, we will regroup suitable instantiated
properties and reintroduce NODE variables to make the local properties compact,
which will reduce the program size and the run time checking cost. According to
Definition 3, we get Equation 3.1.

P = P1 ∧ P2 ∧ ... ∧ Pt

(3.1)
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Table 3.1 Property checking description
Property Checking Function

Property Checking Description

Send rule(n, m, data.type, cond)

On node n, check: node n must successfully send message[src:n, dest:m,
type:data.type] under the condition
cond

Recv rule(m , n, data.type, cond) On node n, check: node n must
successfully receive message [src:m,
dest:n,type:data.type] under the condition cond
Routing rule(src, dest)

Based on WSN domain knowledge, for
any node on the path from src to dest,
once it receives a message with destination dest, it must forward the msg
to its next hop.
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Table 3.2 Conversion rules
Property Checking Function
wsn expression

Without #NETWORK and
#ROUTING

With #NETWORK and
#ROUTING

n SEND data
TO m cond

Send rule(n, m, data.type,
cond), Recv rule(m , n,
data.type, cond)

Send rule(n, m, data.type,
cond), Recv rule(m, n,
data.type, cond), Routing rule(n, m)

n
RECEIVE
data FROM m
cond

Recv rule(n, m, data.type,
cond), Send rule(m , n,
data.type, cond)

Recv rule(n, m, data.type,
cond), Send rule(m , n,
data.type, cond), Routing rule(m, n)

n BROADCAST
data cond

Send rule(n, n′ s neighbour,
data.type, cond)

Send rule(n, n’s neighbour,
data.type,
cond),
′
Recv rule(n s neighbour, n,
data.type, cond)

In WSN applications, the wsn expression defined by SensorC grammar is used
as a propositional atom and can be checked locally without requiring any extra information. However, to further reduce the replay workload, step 3 applies the substitution rules in Table 3.2, which introduce redundant error detection, to replace
each wsn expression in a property by pre-defined property-checking functions whose
semantics are defined in Table 3.1. To be consistent with the result after step 2, all
variables used in Figure 3.2 belong to the same node. Each replaced wsn expression
involves only data from a single node and it can be checked locally. To explain the reason of introducing redundant error checking, we consider a property “After the first
10 seconds, base-station must receive messages from other nodes every 5 seconds”
which should be satisfied. Assume node 1 fails to send any message to base-station.
If the property is only detected on the receiver node, once an error is detected, we
must first replay the receiver node. Since no error is found in the program executing
on the receiver, we need to replay all the nodes on the possible paths from the sender
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to the receiver. In contrast, with redundant error detection inserted in the sender
node (step 3 of Algorithm 1), the error can be detected before it is propagated from
where it originates. Hence, only the sender needs to be replayed. The redundant
error detection is performed locally and no extra message transmission is required.
All logical formulae can be converted into an equivalent formula in conjunctive
normal form by utilizing logic equivalence laws [25]. Step 4-7 converts each P ′ i (1 ≤
i ≤ t) into its equivalent conjunctive normal form, and we can get Equation 3.2.
P ′ 1,1 ∧ P ′1,2 ∧ . . . ∧ P ′1,k1 ∧
P =

P ′ 2,1 ∧ P ′2,2 ∧ . . . ∧ P ′2,k2 ∧

(3.2)

...
P ′t,1 ∧ P ′t,2 ∧ . . . ∧ P ′t,kt
Step 6 is responsible for finding a node to check each sub property P ′ i,j . If we
decide to check P ′ i,j on node i, we have the local property Li = P ′i,j . We obtain
L1 , L2 ,. . ., Ln by changing the node on which P ′ i,j is checked. The equation P ′ i,j
= L1 = L2 = . . . =Ln is established in terms of the checking result (or truth table).
However, as stated by Definition 3, the number of remote variables may vary for each
Li (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Every time when a local property is checked, the larger number of
remote variables will cause more data transmission. Therefore, we try to find the way
which can minimize the message passing.
To formalize the optimization problem, we suppose that there are n nodes in a
WSN and m global properties to check. Further we suppose that, after converting
every global property into CNF we have t clauses in total. Each clause must be
assigned to one and only node for checking. Let R be a matrix with t rows and n
columns. Each element in the matrix is a set R[i][j] (1 ≤ i ≤ t, 1 ≤ j ≤ n ) that
contains distinct remote variables in clause C i if it is assigned to node j to check.
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Otherwise, R[i][j] is an empty set. Given an assignment decision, we define the
message passing cost for checking all clauses assigned to node j as the cardinality of
the union of R[i][j], 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Adding such costs for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we have the total
cost. Our minimization problem is to find an assignment decision such that the total
P
S
cost is minimized, i.e., nj=1 | ti=1 R[i][j]| is minimized. We name the minimization
problem stated above as clause-assign problem. Restating this optimization problem
as a decision problem, we wish to determine whether a matrix R has an assignment
of a given cost k. The formal definition is
CLAUSE-ASSIGN={< R, k >: Matrix R has an assignment, which allows
P
S
MIN = nj=1 | ti=1 R[i][j]| = k. }
We can proof the CLAUSE-ASSIGN is a NP-hard problem.
Theorem 3.2.1 CLAUSE-ASSIGN is NP-hard.
Proof It is known that the VERTEX-COVER problem is NP-Complete [33]. We
will show that VERTEX-COVER ≤ p CLAUSE-ASSIGN.
The reduction algorithm takes as input an instance < G, k > of the VERTEXCOVER problem. Let G =< V, E >. We generate a |E| ∗ |V | matrix R as follow:
1. If edge ei is covered by a vertex v j in G, R[i][j] = {j}.
2. If edge ei is not covered by a vertex v j in G, R[i][j] = φ.
The time complexity of this matrix generation is O(|E||V |). Now we prove: the graph
G has a vertex cover of size k if and only if the matrix R has an assignment, which
let MIN be k.
⇒ : Suppose that G has a vertex cover V ′ with |V ′ | = k. Then we select k
columns each of which is corresponding to a vertex in V ′ . Since V ′ covers all edges, in
the selected columns, for each row, there is at least one element that is not empty. If
there are more than one non-empty in a row, we just keep the one with the smallest
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j (i.e. the column index). Since for each column, all the elements are the same, the
MIN of matrix R equals to the number of columns, i.e. k.
⇐ : Suppose matrix R has an assignment which makes MIN = k. For each
S |
column j, since R[i][j](1 ≤ i ≤ |E|) is either {j} or φ, | |V
i=1 R[i][j]| can be only 1 or
S |
0. Let V be the set of columns, where V = {j|| |V
i=1 R[i][j]| = 1}. According to how
MIN is calculated, we get |V | = k. In addition, R has an assignment which means
there is one and only one non-empty element in each row of R. Therefore, the column
index of each non-empty element must belong to V . As a result, in graph G, all edges
are covered by the k vertices.
Therefore, we take a greedy approach that assigns P ′i,j to Li (such that P ′ i,j = Li
), where Li contains the fewest remote variables.
No P ′ i,j is modified in step 6. The only operation is that it is assigned to one and
only one node. Consequently, we can deduce that, after step 6 is executed,
P ′1,1 ∧ P ′ 1,2 ∧ . . . ∧ P ′ 1,k1 ∧
L1 ∧ L2 ∧ . . . ∧ Ln =

P ′2,1 ∧ P ′ 2,2 ∧ . . . ∧ P ′ 2,k2 ∧

(3.3)

...
P ′ t,1 ∧ P ′ t,2 ∧ . . . ∧ P ′ t,kt
From Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.3, we get:

P = L1 ∧ L2 ∧ . . . ∧ Ln

(3.4)

From the above discussion, we conclude that, the GPD algorithm correctly decomposes a global property into a conjunction of local properties.
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3.2.2 Local Property Simplification
After decomposing global properties, the SensorC compiler generates SensorC L
program for each Li if Li is not assigned as “true” (i.e. no runtime property checking
is necessary on node i). There are two main steps.
(1) The generation of instantiated properties in step 2 of the GPD algorithm has
accurately calculated the number of remote variables and reduced data transmission. Nonetheless, this step may increase the size of the decomposed local
properties. As a consequence, it may increase the size of the error detection
code. The limited program memory on individual nodes motivates improvement of the basic algorithm. Hence, we apply Algorithm 2 to reorganize the
local property.
Algorithm 2 Combine formulas in a local property
Require: Let L = P 1 ∧ P 2 ∧ . . . ∧ P S is a local property generated by Algorithm1.
1: Let P ’ i be the formula obtained by removing all indices associated with GLOBAL
variables from P i .
2: Separate P i into groups such that, if P i and P j in the same group, we have
P ’ i = P ’ j = Gk , where k is group id.
3: In each group k, define NODE variables and assign them possible indices, and
match the GLOBAL variables to the corresponding NODE variables in Gk .
4: Obtain L = G1 ∧ G2 ∧ . . . ∧ Gq , where q is the number of groups. ⋄

After Algorithm2, all formulas which differ only with the node IDs are represented by only one formula. Figure 3.2 uses NODE variables m to stand for
node 1 . . . 9.
(2) In Figure 3.4, property 1 violation is a propositional formula defined over only
local variables, while propery 2 violation contains also remote variables. This
implies that, only when property 1 violation is satisfied, the remote value needs
to be obtained in order to check property 2 violation. Therefore, during the
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detection phase, the number of messages containing the remote value can be
further reduced. Taking Figure 3.2 as an example, node 7 does not need to
obtain data from node m to check the expression in the second IF until after
it sends a message to node 0 and finds the next hop to be m.
Local properties generated thus far cannot be directly inserted into the application
code. Instead, another tool should be used to analyze the SensorC L programs and
instrument the error checking code into the application. The basic idea is described
as follows.
First, for properties which should be satisfied all the time when the program is
executing, instrument property checking code (or assertions) at every place where
the variables used in the predicates are loaded. Otherwise, based on the scope, the
property checking code is inserted. This step is rather straightforward and will be
skipped in this dissertation.
Second, additional SEND/RECEIVE operations are instrumented for getting remote values. If node i needs a remote value x from node j, two steps are executed:
(1)in the program running on node i, before every assertion where x is used, a call
to the routine that is responsible for requesting x and receiving x is added; (2)in
the program running on node j, a call to the sending routine that is responsible for
sending value x after receiving the request is added. Note that a remote variable
may appear in more than one assertion. If a recently obtained value of the variable
remains valid for multiple assertions, then no additional SEND/RECEIVE routines
need to be inserted before verifying such assertions. This, however, often depends on
the nature of the specific application and is therefore an optimization opportunity
for the programmer to exploit. Furthermore, opportunities may exist to aggregate
several remote data pieces (used in the same or different assertions) into a single
message. In order to let the programmer take advantage of these opportunities, we
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allow the programmer to explicitly mark the program points for SEND/RECEIVE
operations and the data items to be combined.

3.3 Improving Decomposition by Using #NETWORK and #ROUTING Segments
Besides the two essential segments #DEFINITION and #PROPERTY in a SensorC G program, programmers are allowed to specify #NETWORK and #ROUTING
segments optionally if the following two assumptions are satisfied.
Assumption 3-1 The WSN deployment information, including the number of nodes,
the noise floor for each node, and the gain for each link, can be pre-acquired.
Assumption 3-2 The routing protocol is known and when a route is established,
the routing table for each node is stationary.
#NETWORK The #NETWORK segment includes the name of a file that contains
the network topology information. The topology is described in the same way
as in TOSSIM [18], which is a widely used simulator for TinyOS-based WSNs.
The topology file contains the noise floor for each node and the gain for each
link. The network is abstracted as a directed graph, in which each vertex is a
node and each edge is a link. Each node has a private piece of state representing
what it hears on the radio channel. In our work, we assume that there are no
transmission errors at the radio level. When parsing this segment, SensorC
compiler reads the file content and builds a network graph described above.
#ROUTING The Resource Pool shown in the diagram in Figure 3.1 is a library
that contains WSN routing algorithms implemented in C language. After generating the WSN model according to the #NETWORK segment discussed above,
we automatically generate a routing table for each node according to the WSN
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model. Alternatively, the global property specification may include a #ROUTING segment that names the routing protocol used in the application. If the
SensorC compiler recognizes the protocol name, it looks in the Resource Pool
for a matching function. By invoking that function at compile time, routing
tables are generated.
With the assumptions and domain specified information provided in #NETWORK and #ROUTING segments, the conversion rules discussed in Section 3.2
can be extended such that a more refined decomposition can be attained.
Refinement of global property decomposition based on these two additional segments concerns wsn expressions only. In step 3 of Algorithm 1, a wsn expression is
converted using the third column in Table 3.2. In contrast to the second column, this
conversion checks each relay nodes behavior. Take ERROR#3 in Table 3.3 for example. Without #NETWORK and #ROUTING, the error is detected on the receiver
node, and we replay the program execution on 7 nodes before we locate the origin of
the detected error. However, with the Routing rule being checked on the relay nodes,
the error can be detected on a relay node and we can locate the origin of the error
by replaying this relay node alone. On the one hand, since Routing rule needs to be
checked on relay nodes, Assumption 2 is required. If routing table is changed during
the run time, a false positive (i.e., a violation is reported but there is no error) may
be triggered, because the new local properties added to the relay node are implied
by the global property (or more specifically, by the wsn expression) only if the relay
node is on the true routing path. On the other hand, any changes to the routing at
run time will never introduce a false negative, because the routing rules checked on
a wrong relay node simply widens the error definition.
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3.4 Implementation and Experiments
We have implemented the proposed tool targeting WSN applications based on
TinyOS 2.1.2. The tool is built upon the GNU Compiler Collection [34]. A SensorC
front end is implemented and integrated in GCC-4.7. Two new passes are added
to the GCC middle-end for decomposing global properties and for generating local
properties, respectively.
We pick two WSN applications, whose objectives are familiar to us, as our test
cases in the preliminary experiments.
TC1 (AODV) – This is a published code which can be download from the website
[35]. It implements the basic functions, such as the route discovery, of Ad-hoc
Ondemand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol for TinyOS-2.x.
TC2 (Multihoposcilloscope) This program is included in TinyOS-2.1.2 directory
to test CTP(Collection Tree Protocol) [36].
Table 3.3 lists the global properties checked in our experiments and the errors
found using our approach. Both programs were tested under TinyOS 2.1.2 installed
on wireless sensor networks with different size. The WSNs were deployed in a 4-story
building. These WSNs consisted of up 150 Z1 motes, each having 8KB RAM, 92KB
ROM, and 2 MB external flash memory. We found three errors in TC1 that had
not been reported prior to this experiment, but we found no violation of the checked
properties in TC2. We note that TC2 has been published for over 5 years and has
been subjected to several debugging studies, e.g., the T-Check study [37]. Therefore,
it is not too surprising if previously existing errors have been fixed already. In this
section, we only discuss the experiment results related to error detection, and the
details of the source of each detected error will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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Table 3.3 Global properties under detection
Property

# of Description
Nodes

Detected
Error

1.
TC1
Link Creation

30/150 During the first ERROR#1
20 seconds, Des- ERROR#3
tination node 0
must receive an
RREQ message
from
source
node 1 and node
1 must receive a
RREP message
from node 0

2.
TC1Message
Transmission

30

3.
TC1Loop Free

30/150 The routing ta- N/A
bles of all nodes
do not form a
routing loop

4.
TC2Link Creation

150

During the first N/A
10
seconds,
base-station
must
receive
at least one
message
from
other nodes.

5.
TC2Message
Transmission

150

After the first N/A
10
seconds,
base-station
must
receive
messages from
other
nodes
every 5 seconds

After the first ERROR#2
20 seconds, node
0 must receive
message
from
node 1 periodically with the
interval of less
than 5 seconds
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To check the TC1-Link Creation property listed in Table 3.3, we first deployed
30 Z1 motes with fixed topology. The SensorC G program and the decomposed
SensorC L programs are shown in Figure 3.5. The SensorC L programs on mote 3
to mote 29 are almost identical to that on mote 2, with the only difference being
in the parameters in Routing rule. Hence, we do not list those SensorC L programs.
Next, we continued the experiment with a wireless sensor network consisting of 150 Z1
motes deployed without specifying the network topology. In this case, #NETWORK
and #ROUTING segments can not be defined and only mote 0 and mote 1 have
SensorC L programs generated, as we explained in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

#GLOBAL
#DEFINITION
GLOBAL var   p_rre _;
GLOBAL var   p_rrep_msg_;
TEMP P1,P2;
NODE n = [1];
NODE m = [0];
#NETWORK

 !"

#ROUTING

#

%&"
$

#PROPERTY
*+
= m RECEIVE  FROM n LESS_THAN )
*+
'
) = m SEND rrep TO n LESS_THAN )
'(

' (--

IF ( NOT ,
ERROR ;
' -IF ( NOT , ) ERROR;

#LOCAL 0
#DEFINITION
GLOBAL var  = p_rre _;
GLOBAL var rrep = p_rrep_msg_;
#PROPERTY
.
/ 0
 *4 (4
 4

LESS_THAN 20)))
IF ( $ , 12 3 ,
ERROR;
IF (NOT (Send_rule(0,1, rrep.type, LESS_THAN 20)))
ERROR;
#LOCAL 1
#DEFINITION
GLOBAL var rreq = p_rreq_msg_;
GLOBAL var rrep = p_rrep_msg_;
#PROPERTY
IF (NOT (Send_rule(1,0, rreq.type, LESS_THAN 20)))
ERROR;
IF (NOT (Recv_rule(1, 0, rrep.type, LESS_THAN 20)))
ERROR;
#LOCAL 2
#DEFINITION
#PROPERTY
IF (NOT (Routing_rule(1,0))) ERROR;
IF (NOT (Routing_rule(0,1) )) ERROR;

Figure 3.5. TC1-Link Creation in SensorC

The TC1-Loop Free global property specification is previously given in Figure 3.2
(a). In this example, all nodes have local properties after decomposition. The re-
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maining global properties in Table 3.3 are similar to the TC1-Link Creation property.
Hence, we omit the decomposition result.
Our GPD algorithm can also be applied to simulation tools. After the errors were
detected in real wireless sensor networks, we also run the comparison experiment
with/o GPD-based distributed checking on the TOSSIM simulator [38] to further
show that our methodology can also be used for software testing prior to the deployment. TOSSIM can simulate the wireless network behaviors with a high fidelity
while scaling to thousands of nodes. Table 3.4 compares the error detection time
and number of network messages with and without applying GPD-based distributed
detection.
According to GPD algorithm, in our test cases, extra messages were required
for local property checking only when TC1-Loop property was checked, but so far
there is no error found. To compare the number of extra messages, we injected
an error, called ERROR#4 by exchanging the sequence of increasing a sequence
number and comparing it with an existing one, which would cause local property
violation. The modified AODV program was tested on TOSSIM as well. With the
centralized checking approach, we designated a server node whose only responsibility
was to collect information required for error checking. The server node can be reached
by all other nodes through multiple hops, but it didn’t relay the application data.
Furthermore, the server node must require information for error checking from every
node every 5 seconds. That is, every 5 second, the routing table of each node must
be sent to the server node. Each message carried exactly one row of the routing
table. After decomposition, the local property still required the source node to send
data every 5 seconds. The result shows, when the error was reported, the number of
extra messages under our approach was 37 while the number was 94 under centralized
checking. The reason is, for each node, since we only consider destination node (called
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node 0) and source node (called node 1), each time, at most two messages were
required from its next hops (in two directions). Moreover, in each routing table, the
row with node 0 or node 1 did not exist at the very beginning. Based on Section 3.2,
if no such rows exist in a node’s routing table, it is unnecessary to require data. For
centralized checking, it required data every time, which contained redundant data.
Table 3.4 Data collected from a 20-node WSN on TOSSIM
Error

Detection
Time with
Decomposition
applied (s)

Detection Time
without Decomposition applied
(s)

#
of
extra
transmitted
message
with
Decomposition
applied

#
of
extra
transmitted
message
without
Decomposition
applied

ERROR#1
ERROR#2
ERROR#3
ERROR#4

20.000
25.000
2.169
4.062

20.000
25.000
25.000
4.068

0
0
0
37

0
0
0
94

Considering the time when the errors were detected, ERROR#3 shows great advantages while other do not. The reason is, ERROR#3 was caused by duplicated
increment in the number of hops during the forwarding of a RREQ message (the
diagnosis details will be discussed in Chapter 5) . With our SensorC and propertydecomposition-based tool, we inserted error detection in every node on the expected
message transmission path according to pre-defined wireless sensor network domain
knowledge. Consequently, an error was reported on a relay node at 2.169 second,
shown in Table 3.4. Without applying the decomposition approach, the property
checking was inserted into the base-station which did the centralized checking. The
property was not checked until the timer (20 seconds) was fired on the base station.
For other errors, due to the property specification, they were detected when the timer
was fired with and without applying our GPD decomposition approach. Under this
circumstance, our approach did not lengthen the error detection time.
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In Chapter 5, we will also show that this decomposition can reduce the number
of nodes being replayed for error diagnosis.
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4 DEPENDENCE-BASED TRACING AND REPLAY METHODOLOGY FOR A
SINGLE NODE
In this chapter, we discuss how to trace and replay a property violation when the
error and error source are on the same node. The approach will be extended to a
general case in Chapter 5. First, we propose the dependence-based tracing and replay
methodology by assuming that the trace storage is sufficiently large such that, when
an error is detected, the stored trace will contain at least one anchor point prior
to the source of the error. This assumption guarantees the replay tool to capture
the source of the error. If it is unsatisfied, then either the trace cannot be replayed
(because of the lack of any anchor point) or the replay will not lead to the source
of the error (because the error source falls off the trace). This unfortunate case is
discussed in Section 4.4, resorting to multi-level tracing which instruments a subset
of the functions but yet permits the trace to be replayed.

4.1 What to Record
The benefit of reducing runtime logging is two-fold. First, a longer execution
history can be replayed with the same amount of data storage for the trace. The
time to execute the annotated program that is being traced is reduced. Second, the
number of instrumented operations to perform tracing is reduced, which leads to a
smaller code size.
If a function never has any effect on the kind of errors we monitor, i.e., on any
of the variables appearing in the predicates (also called the invariants) which specify
the correctness properties, then such a function does not need to be traced at run-
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time. To exclude such functions from tracing, we first compute the backward slice [39]
using the given set of invariants as the slicing criteria. The result of this computation is a set of control/data dependence chains which include all operations (such as
assignments, branching decisions and function calls) having an effect on the set of
invariants. Each function that contains any of these operations will be instrumented
to obtain the runtime execution log. Obviously, the main function of the program is
always instrumented.
This set of functions, however, does not yet include those interrupt handlers which
may have an effect on the invariants. In microcontroller execution, interrupts are
the basic source of non-determinism. For example, as we mentioned in Chapter 2,
TinyOS adopts an event-driven execution model, that the events can occur at any
time and interact with the ongoing computation. Until interrupts occur, the scheduler
sequentially schedules the tasks from a FIFO (i.e. TinyOS standard scheduling policy)
queue for execution. As soon as an interrupt occurs, the current task is preempted
until the interrupt handler is finished and no other pending interrupts exist. If any
variables which have an effect on the invariants are modified by the interrupt handler,
then obviously the interrupt handler may have an effect on the invariants as well.
Since it is infeasible to predict when a particular interrupt may happen, we instrument
all those interrupt handlers whose execution may modify global variables on which
the invariants depend.
After we determine the set of functions to instrument, we insert operations into the
source code of these functions to record the following pieces of information. Figure 4.1
gives an example of a function after instrumentation for recording. We shall prove in
this section that this set of information is sufficient for accurate replay.
LOG type 1 (Function entry/return) A function always has a single entry but
may have multiple return points. We use N RET i , where i is an integer, to
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__write_function_return(12425);
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S

Figure 4.1. An example of instrumented code for recording
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indicate which return statement is executed. If this is a function entry, it marks
whether it is an interrupt handler and, if so, the name of the function. This
type of information is needed for efficiently replaying the correct instance of
execution of the function, which will be explained later.
LOG type 2 (Global variable update count) In order to prepare for replaying
interrupt routines, when an interrupt routine is invoked at run time, a globalvariable reference counter, denoted by #gv reference, is written to the log,
after which the count is reset to zero. For any other functions, #gv reference
is reset to zero both at the entry and at the exit. Every reference (read or
write) to a global variable is followed by an increment of #gv reference. This
count will be used during the replay to help determine where in the program
to replay specific interrupt routines. The reference to the global variable and
the increment of #gv reference are made a single atomic operation by calling a
system library function to disable and re-enable interrupts. Without atomicity,
it would be impossible to exactly determine whether an interrupt happens right
before the global variable reference or between the reference and the increment
of #gv reference.
LOG type 3 (Task scheduling) If task scheduling order is random, then we need
to record the task that is scheduled to next. The standard scheduling policy in
TinyOS is FIFO, in this case, as long as the invocations of the interrupt routines
are recorded and replayed accurately, this type of information does not need to
be recorded.
LOG type 4 (Anchor points) As discussed previously, at each anchor point, we
record all variable values which are needed in order for the program to replay
from here.
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LOG type 5 (Non-deterministic inputs) It is necessary to record the nondeterministic input for future replay. In TinyOS, the messages received from
radio communication and the sensor data arriving from the bus belong to this
type. Note that the interrupt handlers export such input by writing it to a
variable. Since the interrupt handlers which take external input are explicitly
marked, we add operations in such handlers to save the variables’ value to the
trace. In addition, some global variables, which are always defined as “volatile”
type, are used to store a hardware register value. The value of reading from a
volatile variable should also be recorded.
After the run-time information is recorded, various existing methods [40] such as
using a different radio on the same node, storing logged information on a nearby node,
and so on, can be used to store and transfer logs. The technique details of retrieving
the logged information from a node is out of scope of this dissertation.

4.2 How to Replay

Recorded Log
File

Reconstructed
Log File

Replay
Program
Used for Replay

Preprocessor

Compiler
Figure 4.2. The replay scheme

Most existing replay schemes either simulate the machine code or interpret an
intermediate code, taking the run-time log as input. Our replay scheme is unique
in that it instruments the source code by adding log-reading operations based on
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the run-time log, which makes it possible to recompile it for direct execution on any
desk-top machines, instead of interpretation or simulation. This approach makes the
replay tool more portable since it does not depend on the existence of a simulator
for the motes hardware and it is not tied to any intermediate code design. Moreover,
direct execution is well known to be faster than interpretation or simulation by at
least an order of magnitude.
Figure 4.2 shows a diagram for our replay scheme. The Preprocessor reorganizes
Recorded Log File, which contains the raw log information recorded from the motes,
into Reconstructed Log File. The latter file consists of a data section, which is to
be fed to the replay program later, and an interrupt table, which is used for the
creation of the replay program. The data section simply lists all the <variable,
type, value> tuples and the task scheduling log (LOG type 3) recorded by the motes
program, all kept in the same order as they were recorded. The <variable, type,
value> tuples may either be from the anchor points or from the nondeterministic
inputs. The interrupt table is composed by examining the interrupts recorded and
the associated #gv reference values. Based on LOG type 1 and LOG type 3, by
traversing Recorded Log File, we can find for each interrupt (1)in which function it
was triggered and (2) how many times that function was executed before the interrupt
arrived. If an interrupt, say interruptx with #gv reference = y occurs in the m-th
instance of functionn , then a tuple of the form < functionn , m, interruptx , y> is added
to the interrupt table.
The replay program is generated at the source level automatically by the compiler
based on both the interrupt table and the code instrumented for mote execution. In
conventional replaying, after every instruction (or some intermediate-level statement)
is simulated or interpreted, the tool checks to see whether an interrupt handler should
be replayed at this point (based on the logged information such as the PC, iteration
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count and recursive call depth). For our source-level replay, which is directly executed
on a desktop after compilation, the replay of an interrupt is triggered by the match
between the #gv reference value observed during replay and that recorded by the
interrupt handler. According to each item < functionn , m, interruptx , y> in the
interrupt table, we need to instrument a matching operation only in functionn to
check whether interruptx must be triggered, instead of checking for every interrupt in
every function. Although function calls are deterministic, without LOG type 1, every
update to #gv reference will trigger a matching operation, which is obviously much
more time consuming.
The main program is transformed such that it starts by calling processLOG(type
4), which searches the data section for the earliest anchor point recorded(The original
beginning of the program is an anchor point by default which, however, may have
been pushed off the log at run time). The main program reads all the <variable, type,
value> tuples for the anchor point before executing from the anchor point. After this,
the replay program simply executes the original C program statements until it meets
the next processLOG library calls. If Recorded Log File shows that, for some reason,
the execution returns from the boundary function containing the anchor point, then
the execution goes back to the main function which looks for the next anchor point.
For each operation inserted to the instrumented mote program which writes LOG type
i to the trace, the compiler inserts a corresponding operation, processLOG(type i) in
the replay program. For each log type, the processLOG function executes according
to the following description.
processLOG(type 1) - This is encountered either at the beginning of a function or
right before a return. The routine resets #gv reference to 0. If it is encountered
at the function entry, it also keeps a counter to indicate which instance of the
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function is being executed. This counter will be used in processLOG(type 2) to
check the conditions that trigger interrupt handlers.
processLOG(type 2) - The replay program updates #gv reference just like in the
mote-executed program except that the atomicity control is no longer necessary
because we have sufficient information about when interrupts occur. The current function ID is passed as another parameter to processLOG(type 2) which,
at each time #gv reference is increased during replay, checks to see whether the
current instance and #gv reference value meet the interrupt triggering condition. If so, the corresponding interrupt handler is called. The interrupt handler
may not be invoked at exactly the same program point as in the original run,
but its effect on the control and data dependence will be exactly the same and
therefore does not alter how the error may be propagated.
processLOG(type 3) - If the tasks are scheduled randomly, then the replay program reads LOG type 3 in order to determine which task to execute. Otherwise,
if LOG type 3 is not recorded due to the FIFO scheduling policy, this routine
is skipped as well.
processLOG(type 4) - A flag indicates whether an anchor point is encountered. If
so, according to the pre-determined format, this processLOG routine reads in
all variable values before starting to execute the first statement at the anchor
point.
processLOG(type 5) -This processLOG routine reads in the external input from
the log at the same program point as in the mote-executed code which records
the information.
We have two alternatives for handling hardware-dependent code, the operations
to hardware registers, to be specific. Our first option is to remove all hardware
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dependent code for replay. The impact of interrupts will be on the values of certain
global variables(Similar handling is performed in certain TinyOS simulators [37, 38]).
This however misses the opportunity to trace the error source further when a message
containing wrong contents is received and saved to a hardware register by a lowlevel interrupt handler. Only when the second interrupt handler, posted by the first
one, copies the wrong contents from a hardware register to a global variable will
the error be located by backward tracking from a violated invariant. A remedy for
this omission is to write a preprocessor customized for the hardware platform which
converts references to hardware registers to global variables.
Statements which do not affect the invariants are deleted from the replayed program as described in the literature [41]. After these treatments, the resulting code
for replay is compiled and executed on an ordinary desktop machine.
Note that the bookkeeping on #gv reference to enable source-level tracing and
replay does not cost much more than the operations to save the loop counts in the
assembly code in order for the replay program to be able to continue correct execution
after an interrupt handler exits. Recording the return address in the trace alone is
insufficient. As a matter of fact, if the function contains irreducible cycles in its
control flow graph, it is not obvious how to count loop iterations so the replay can
continue correctly after returning from an interrupt handler. The correctness of our
replay scheme is formally stated by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.1 Suppose an incorrect program statement causes an invariant to be
violated at run time. Under the record-replay scheme described above, the same incorrect program statement will cause the same invariant to be violated in the replayed
program.
Proof The LOG type 3 ensures that the order in which tasks are scheduled from
the task queue is exactly the same when executed by the replay program as by the
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mote program. We just need to prove that interrupts do not cause the programmer
to observe incorrect use-def chains during replay.
First, suppose the incorrect statement execution S and the invariant violation
Inv are both outside any interrupt routine. As illustrated by Figure 4.3(a), the
#gv ref erence value at the time S must be the same in the mote program and the
replay program. If no interrupts occur between these two at run time, then the replay
program will find the last interrupt routine prior to Inv before it replays S.
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Conversely, as illustrated by Figure 4.3(b), if an interrupt, irpt, occurs between
S and Inv, then the programmer must pay attention to irpt only if it is part of the
use-def chains between S and Inv. This, however, is possible only if irpt first reads a
global variable, x, computed outside irpt such that x depends on S and then writes
to a global variable y on which Inv depends(Both dependences are by transitivity,
and x may be the same variable as y). Consider two possibilities:
(1) #gv ref erence recorded by irpt is greater than the value at the time of S. S
will be replayed before irpt in this case.
(2) #gv ref erence is reset to zero due to other functions called between S and irpt.
The replay program will replay S before these called functions and therefore
before irpt. Furthermore, the #gv ref erence match ensures that the replay
program invokes irpt between the correct pairs of consecutive references to any
global variables.
In both cases above, the correct use-def chains will be observed.
Next, consider two other possibilities:
(3) S is outside any interrupt routine but Inv is inside an interrupt routine irpt, as
Figure 4.3(c) shows. There must be a global variable, x, which, by transitivity,
depends on S, is read inside irpt and eventually leads to the violation of Inv.
(4) Illustrated in Figure 4.3(d), S is within an interrupt routine irpt, and Inv is
outside any interrupt routine. There must be a global variable, x, written
between S and the end of irpt such that x depends on S, by transitivity, and x
is read after the exit from irpt which eventually leads to the violation of Inv.
For both (3) and (4), by reasoning about #gv ref erence and LOG type 1, we can
prove that the order of executing S, writing to x, and invoking Inv will be preserved
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in replay regardless whether the write to x is inside any interrupt routine or not. The
order will also be preserved no matter whether the write to x happens to yet another
interrupt routine.
Finally, suppose S is in an interrupt routine irpt1 and Inv is in another interrupt
routine irpt2. There must be a global variable, x, written in irpt1 and another, y,
read in irpt2 such that the value of y depends on x by transitivity and x is depends
on S by transitivity. (It is possible for x and y to be the same variable.) Again, by
reasoning about #gv ref erence and LOG type 1, it can be proven that the order
between S, write to x, read of y, and Inv will be preserved during replay regardless
whether other interrupt routines are invoked.

4.3 Decision on Inlining a Function
To further reduce the code size after tracing instrumentation, we notice that we
can reduce the number of logs of LOG type 1 if we inline function calls(Of course,
interrupt handlers cannot be inlined). However, if a function is called in more than one
place in the program, then inlining may increase the program size due to duplication
of the function body. Fortunately, the inlining decisions for different functions are
independent and the cost model is simple. For each function, let S original be the code
size before instrumentation and S Instr func be the increased code size due to inserted
operations to write LOG types 2, 3 and 4 (Interrupt handlers are never in-lined).
Further, let S call be the increased code size due to inserted operations to write LOG
type 1. For inlining to be beneficial for the function under consideration, by assuming
this function is invoked n + 1(0 ≤ n) times, we must have

(S original + S Instr func )n < S call

(4.1)
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4.4 Multi-level Tracing
Theorem 4.2.1 uses the assumption that the trace storage is sufficiently large
enough to include the error source and at least on anchor point before the error source.
If that assumption is not satisfied, when an error is detected, we either cannot find
an anchor point to replay the program or cannot find the error source during replay.
This can happen if the storage for logging is small or the error happens long time
before it is detected (through the violation of a property). To enable replay under
such a circumstance, we propose multi-level tracing. Rather than instrumenting the
whole program, we divide the program functions into different levels based on how
“far away” (as defined bellow) they are from the invariants being checked. For each
iteration, only the code residing in certain level(s) are tracing and replayed. If the
error source can be located in this iteration, the procedure stops. Otherwise, pieces
of error-propagation path can be collected in this iteration, and in the next iteration,
the tracing level is increased. Nonetheless, with multi-level tracing, we no longer have
the guarantee that the error source will be found, but at least we have partial traces
to narrow the search.

4.4.1 An Iterative Tracing and Replay Procedure
For the purpose of defining the levels of tracing, we build a graph based on the
dependence information computed previously. For convenience of implementation, we
wrap each invariant-checking operation in an invariant-checking function and insert
a call to this function wherever the invariant must be checked.
Definition 4 Given a set of invariants, the invariant-based Program Function Dependence Graph (PFDG) for a program is a set of nodes, each representing a function
whose execution directly or indirectly affects whether the invariants holds, and a set
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of edges of two kinds, namely the calling edges and the dependence edges. A calling
edge <f 1 ,f 2 > is drawn if f 1 is directly called by f 2 . Dependence edges are drawn
according to the construction rules in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Dependence edges construction
1:

Suppose operation u in function f 1 has a direct control/data dependence on
another operation d in function f 2 and this dependence is a link in a dependence
chain originating from an invariant. We draw a directed dependence edge from
f 1 to f 2 , denoted by f 1 → f 2 if one of the following is true:
(1) Function f 1 calls f 2 (u takes place after f 2 returns to f 1 )
(2) Function f 2 calls f 1 (d takes place before f 1 is called)
(3) Both f 1 and f 2 are directly called by a third function g.

2:

If none of the above is true, then f 1 ’s dependence on f 2 is passed through a number
of function calls and returns. For the purpose of our tracing algorithm, we draw a
chain of dependences to make it clear how this dependence is propagated through
a call chain. This is described below.
(1) If there is a call chain, C 1 , from g to f 1 and another, C 2 , from g to f 2 such
that no other node belongs to both call chains, we say g is a closest common
ancestor of f 1 and f 2 . We find all closest common ancestors of f 1 and f 2 in
the call graph.
(2) Next, for each closest common ancestor of f 1 and f 2 , say g, we find two of
its immediate callees, g 1 and g 2 , one in the path from g to f 1 the other in
the path from g to f 2 . We draw a chain of dependence edges connecting f 1
all the way to g 1 following C 1 . Next we draw another chain of dependence
from g 2 to f 2 , following C 2 in its opposite direction. Finally, we connect
these two chains of dependences by the edge g 1 → g 2 .

By following call edges and dependence edges, all dependences can be found in this
graph by transitivity. Unless specified otherwise, functions mentioned in the rest of
the Chapter refer to those in the invariant-based PFDG, and all variables mentioned
will be those used in the invariants or those affecting the variables in the invariants.
Figure 4.4(a) shows a piece of program and its invariant-based PFDG (Figure 4.4(b)). Here the function Inv fun() is an invariant-checking function and function
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f3() and f4() both modify some variables used in the invariants. Solid arcs represent
call edges and dotted arcs represent dependence edges.
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Figure 4.4. An example of invariant-based PFDG

Definition 5 In an invariant-based PFDG, a sequence of connecting edges is called a
canonical path if the sequence originates from an invariant-checking function inv and
is composed by a prefix hinv, f 1 i, hf 1, f 2 i, . . . , hf m-1, f m i , with calling edges only, and
a postfix f m → g 1 , g 1 → g 2 , . . . , g n-1 → f n , with dependence edges only. The prefix
or the postfix may be empty, but not both.
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Definition 6 In an invariant-based PFDG, a function f is said to be at the level n(
n ≥ 1), if, among all canonical paths ending with f , the shortest path has the length
n.
With the prefix and postfix clearly separated for each canonical path, we can define set of functions in which variable values are recorded for replaying. In order to
make replay possible, in addition to the five types of logs discussed in the previous section, we need to record additional information for boundary functions as Definition 7
defined.
Definition 7 In an invariant-based PFDG, a function f is said to be a boundary
function for level-n tracing if there exist an n-long canonical path ending with f
which consists of call edges only.
In our iterative debugging procedure, what to be included in level-n tracing depends on the result of tracing and replay at the lower levels. Our iterative procedure
can start with any level m, as long as all functions at levels m or lower are all included
for instrumentation. Without loss of generality, we assume the procedure starts at
level 1. The functions to be instrumented include all level-1 functions and all interrupt
handlers which may modify any global variables used by any level-1 functions.
Obviously, for level-1 tracing, all immediate callers of an invariant-checking function are boundary functions. At the entry of each boundary function we record
the entire calling context at run time, i.e. all global variable values and the arguments passed to the function. For all non-boundary level-1 functions, i.e. those
non-interrupt functions connected by dependence edges from an invariant-checking
function only, logs of LOG types 1-3 are recorded but not the entire calling context.
For all non-deterministic inputs, logs of LOG type 5 are also recorded.
If an instrumented function calls a higher-level function g (which is not instrumented), g ′ s return value (if any) and the global variables written during g ′ s execu-
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tion are recorded right before g returns. This allows the instrumented function to
continue the execution correctly. Nothing else in g is recorded no matter what noninstrumented routines are called within g. At replay, the program statements in g are
not replayed, but its return value and modified global variables are used to continue
the execution of g ′ s caller. This way, we limit the size of the instrumented code and
the recorded trace. This multi-level tracing is different from existing partial-replay
schemes which either replay all callees of any replayed function or estimate the call
effect based on certain statistic assumptions.
Note that, during replay, the level-1 functions may be executed multiple times
while the program statements belonging to higher-level functions are skipped in between.
Since the invariant-checking functions are always replayed, violation of invariants
will always be detected. The programmer, using debugging tools such as GNU’s
gdb, can follow the program execution and produce a replayed execution trace. The
statements along the trace leading to the error can be examined, which will have one
of the two outcomes: the faulty statements (or the unexpected events) which cause
the error are found, or such statements (or events) lie outside the level-1 trace. In the
former case, debugging is done. In the latter case, the execution path extends beyond
the level-1 trace. Mapping this non-ending path back to the invariant-based PDFG,
we obtain a subset of canonical paths which are called error-hiding paths from level-1
tracing.
Next, we inductively assume that level-(n-1) tracing has not led to the discovery
of the source of the error but has marked all parts of error-propagation paths that are
found during all level-m tracing (m < n). We present Algorithm 4 for level-n tracing.
Among all functions in S, we find the boundary functions for level-n tracing according to the invariant-based PDFG. We add recording operations in these functions
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Algorithm 4 Determine which functions to be instrumented for level-n tracing
1: Let S be the set of functions to be instrumented.
2: Add all functions in the error-propagation paths found in level-m tracing (m < n)
to S.
3: Add every level-n function which is immediately reachable from any errorpropagation path (i.e. can be connected by a single edge from a node in the
path) to S.
4: Add all invariant-checking functions to S.
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to record the entire calling context. The rest of the instrumentation follows the same
discussion in the case of level-1 tracing. In practice, one can be flexible when using
our iterative tracing procedure. If the original program size is too large for even
level-1 tracing described above, one can choose a subset of level-1 functions as long as
the side-effect of their callees are recorded to allow replay to continue. The invariantchecking functions must always be executed for tracing, so that the error can at least
be detected. If the subset chosen for level-1 tracing does not lead to the discovery of
the error source, another subset is chosen, and so on. On the other hand, if the size
of the original program is small, one can start with level-m tracing for some m > 1.
The relationship between the original code size, the available program memory and
the choice of m is not explored further in this work.

4.4.2 Termination of the Iterative Tracing Procedure
If the replay for the level-n tracing does not lead to the discovery of the error source
and neither does it repeat any of the previous execution paths, then the execution
paths used for the next level tracing will accumulate further. The tracing may also
lead to the violation of a different invariant. The level-1 tracing for the new violation
will then be mixed with tracing for the previous violations. All these may theoretically
cause the instrumented code size to exceed the available program memory.
However, if we assume that the error-hiding path found in level-m tracing always
repeats itself in level m + 1 tracing, then, obviously, the iterative tracing and replay
will eventually expose the error source by replay, as long as the instrumentation
of all functions in the error-hiding paths always fit in the program memory. Note
that the program memory required in this case will usually be significantly less than
full instrumentation, because we instrument along a single path. Also note that,
even though under nondeterministic external inputs the program may take different
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execution paths in each deployment or each tracing, the function call/dependence
paths leading to the violation of the invariant, i.e., the error-hiding path, may still be
the same. Our assumption here, therefore, accommodates nondeterministic behavior
to a certain degree, even though it is not ideal.

4.5 Experiments
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Figure 4.5. Framework of tracing and replay tool for a single WSN node

We have implemented the proposal tool for WSN applications on TinyOS 2.1.2.
Figure 4.5 shows its framework. For each TinyOS application, the nesC compiler
first converts the application into a C program which is then compiled by the cross
compiler into machine code executable on the specific hardware. We use the same
cross compiler to compile the C program instrumented by our GCC-based tool before
loading it on the sensor mote for normal execution with tracing. When an error
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is detected, we retrieve the trace and feed it to our replaying C program which is
executed on a desktop machine and the GNU gdb is used to to help us isolate the
source of the error. Since all non-deterministic inputs, including received messages,
have been recorded, the replay program can be run independently by feeding each
with its own retrieved logging information.
The tool is implemented on the top of GCC-4.7. Two new passes are added to
the GCC middle-end for tracing/replay code instrumentation and dumping IR to C
source code respectively.
We use TelosB motes on which the WSN applications are installed since this kind
of motes has more restricted hardwire resources according to Table 1.1. A TelosB
mote has 48KB program memory and 1MB external flash memory.
Currently, a trace buffer of the size of 2KB in the RAM is used for LOG recording.
The log is transferred to the external flash memory when the buffer is full. We use
Blink (TC1), EasyCollection(TC3), and TestSerial(TC2) as our testcases. The first
two are the sample programs in TinyOS, and the last one is what we used to collect
CO2 data.
TC1 (BlinkC) This is a published TinyOS 2x application. We insert an invariant
which requires that the frequency of three LED’s blinking must follow a user
specified pattern. We then add a long running task which increases the latency
of Timer.fire(), causing a violation of the invariant.
TC2 (TestSerialCO2) This application monitors indoor CO2 data in multiple locations inside a building. We require that, from each mote, the base station
must receive new CO2 reading with a period of two seconds or less. This property is specified by two invariants. The base station must make sure that it
receives a new piece of CO2 reading from each mote every two seconds or less.
Each mote must make sure that, within a period of two seconds it receives at
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least one piece of data from its own sensor and sends it to through the radio
channel.
TC3 (EasyCollectionC) This is a published code which collects data using implemented Collection Tree Protocol. We insert invariants require that the data
must be sent in sequence.
Table 4.1 compares the number of the functions traced using the dependence
information against those without such information. The data indicate that, with
a single invariant consisting of fewer than 3 variables, the dependence information
allows between 40% and 85% of the functions (not including interrupts handlers) to
be skipped for tracing. However, the number of functions to be traced remains to be
large for test cases TC2 and TC3.
Figure 4.6 shows the effect of inlining. Over 70% of the functions are called only
once and, based on the simple cost model, can be inlined. Table 4.2 lists the code size
under different instrumentation schemes in comparison with its original size S original .
For the baseline code size S baseline , we include the inserted operations to record all
types of log information without taking advantage of dependence information. The
data show that the baseline size is too large for the program memory on TelosB motes.
The column S no-inlining shows the remaining code size if we do not trace functions
which have no effect on the invariants. It is much smaller than the baseline size, but
still large. Take TC2 for example, the size of its S no-inlining is 50534, which exceeds
the TelosB memory boundary size 48K. The column S inline shows the code size after
selective inlining. After inlining, the code size is decreased further. Of course, if many
invariants are checked in the same program or some invariants involve many variables,
then the use-def chains may cover more functions and the instrumented program size
may increase. In the worst case, the code size may be too large to fit in the program
memory, in which case multi-level tracing will be needed.
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Table 4.1 Functions instrumented using dependence information as a fraction of the
total functions
Test case
TC1
TC2
TC3

# of traced functions # of total functions
46
299
605
1499
604
1385

Percentage
15.38
40.36
43.61

Figure 4.6. Inlined functions as a fraction of the total

Table 4.2 Code size (bytes)
Test case
TC1
TC2
TC3

S original
2650
24302
18670

S baseline
18760
80058
73214

S no-inling
13760
50534
45090

S inline
13296
42878
37778

Table 4.3 Instrumentation overhead
Test
Case
TC1
TC2
TC3
TC3

Log Size
(bytes)
56
1496
838
838

Execution Time
Overhead
Percentage
(10-6 s)
(%)
70
1.01
negligible
negligible
1970
13.32
15050
101.76

Energy
Overhead
Percentage
(10-3Joule) (%)
0.039
2.21
2.11
20.2
0.129
15.5
0.364
36.7
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Table 4.3 shows the overhead due to instrumentation (with slicing and inlining
optimization) . For each call to a task function which does not contain an anchor
point, the storage used for log trace is 4 bytes (2 bytes for function entry and 2 bytes
for function return). At each anchor, each saved variable requires a record of 5 bytes,
including 2 bytes for the variable name, 1 byte for the variable type, and 2 bytes for
the variable value. To save a nondeterministic input or the current #gv reference
value, each variable also takes 5 bytes. For TC1 overhead is measured from the
beginning of the program to the first time when the error is caught. For TC2, we
measured the overhead during each sampling period. For TC3, overhead is measured
between the start to send a message till the message is sent, and we call the measured
time interval “ sending period” for short. For TC3, we compares the overhead with
and without counting the cost to write the log to the external flash, listed in two
rows respectively. Since the buffer size we set is 2KB, writing external flash is called
about every 2.5 sending periods. Therefore, in the second row of TC3, the added
overhead of writing external flash is the average overhead for each sending period. It
is quite common that there is an idle period between two message sends long enough
to be used for writing logs to the flash, as in TC2. Hence we marked the execution
time overhead as negligible. When an error occurs, if the log buffer in RAM is large
enough to store the entire log, the mote can directly send the log to the base station,
rather than reading it from the external flash first.
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5 DEPENDENCE-BASED TRACING AND REPLAY METHODOLOGY FOR
THE ENTIRE WSN SYSTEM
In Chapter 4, we have discussed how to trace and replay if the error source is located
on the same node where an error is detected. Illustrated in Figure 5.1(a), after
replaying the node’s execution and generating the replayed trace, the error source
can be researched by programmers tracing back along with the use/def chain from
where the error is detected.
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Figure 5.1. Error propagation

However, illustrated in Figure 5.1(b), an error could propagate along with the
message transmission. As a consequence, an error may be caused by incorrect execution on node i but later detected on node j. Generally speaking, there are five ways
in which an error can be propagated between different nodes:
C1 A node generates an incorrect message and sends it over the network.
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C2 A node receives an incorrect message and forwards it.
C3 A node receives a message and modifies it in an incorrect way before forwarding
it.
C4 A node receives an incorrect message which does not need to be forwarded.
C5 A node does not forward a message as required.
The following chapter discusses how to extend record-replay methodology to the
entire system and deal with situations listed above by tracing messages passing.

5.1 How to Log
It is necessary to trace the messages with which the error propagate along to
make sure the error source is included in the trace used for off-line replay. However,
as stated in C3, since an error may be generated when a program uses the content
from a received message to generate a new one, it is insufficient to just record the
routing information of the messages. The information on the modification history or
the def/use chains of the payload should also be acquired. To solve this problem, we
record SEND/RECEIVE operations and their dependence relationship. As a result,
besides LOG type 1-5 in Chapter 4, one more log type is added to record error
propagation.
LOG type 6 (SEND/RECEIVE dependence) - SEND/RECEIVE operations
are recorded to preserve how a message is transmitted and modified. First, during the compile time, each statement which indicates a message is successfully
received is given a unique identifier, R ID. Second, right after the statement
indicating a message is successfully sent, we insert a SEND record < ′ S′ , MID,
R OP >, where ′ S ′ means “sending”, and MID is the unique ID of the sent
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message. R OP is a set of tuples <R ID, x>. Each tuple means that the content of the sent message may be affected by at most of x (x >= 1) consecutive
messages received at statement R ID. If none of the receive operation exists,
R OP is NULL. Figure 5.2 shows two pseudo code examples. For each x in
< R ID, x >, its value can be calculated by identifying the boundary and the
corresponding induction variables of each loop.
Similarly, a record <′ I′ ,NULL,R OP > is inserted right after the assertion, where
′ ′

I means invariants. R OP ={ < R ID,x > } means that the variables used in

the invariant may be affected by at most of x (x >= 1) consecutive messages
received at statement R ID.
Right after the statement indicating a message is successfully received, a RECEIVE record < ′ R′ , MID, R ID, SENDER > is inserted, where ′ R′ means
“receiving”, MID is the unique ID of the received message, R ID is the receive
statement identifier, and SENDER is where this message is sent from. By additional inserting those records, if an error is caused by the incorrect message,
we can trace it back during the replay.

1.(R_ID=1) msg = Receive();
2. Send(msg);
(insert (µ6¶,2,<1,1>);

(a) R_OP = {<1,1>}. For R_ID = 1, x =1.
Because R_ID is only executed once before
SEND operation(line 2)

1. for ( i = 1; i < k ; i++) {
2. (R_ID=1) msg = Receive();
3.
total = total + msg;
}
4. Send(total);
(insert (µ6¶,3,<1,i-1>);
(b) R_OP = {<1,i-1>}. For R_ID = 1, x =i -1.
Because R_ID is executed i -1 times before
SEND operation(line 4). Each time, the received
msg has effect on the SEND operation(line 4)

Figure 5.2. Example of setting < R ID, x >
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5.2 How to Replay
Since all the non-deterministic events including the received messages are recorded
for each node, it is doable to replay each node independently by applying the methodology discussed in Chapter 4. It is possible to ask programmers manually finding out
the message transmission path by checking each pair of sent/received messages in
the replay trace, but it is a really daunting work. In addition, in some cases, not
all recorded traces for each node are useful for replay errors. Therefore, the Replay
Preprocessor discussed in Section 4.2 is extended to firstly identify the sub-traces
which may have effect on the detected errors.

5.2.1 Replay Preprocessor
The extended function of Preprocessor is to recognize which parts of Recorded Log
Files are effective for replay and discard the rest parts. For example, in Figure 5.3,
the entire trace retrieved from node 10, the sub-trace from AP (anchor point) to (S,
7 1, <1,1>) on node 1, and the sub-trace from AP to (S, 7 1, <0, 1>) on node 7 are
used for replay. The detail is described in Algorithm 5, which identifies the useful
traces by tracing back message transmission paths in WSNs. If an error is caused
by a received message, the algorithm will search where the message comes from, and
trace back all possible ways until the node where the message is initialized is reached.
Therefore, all possible error propagation paths can be abstracted, and programmers
are able to replay the program on each node in the order of message transmission.
Steps 1-3 in Algorithm 5 refer to trace. This is the original trace on node e
that includes the detected error and therefore is first analyzed. All messages that
are received on node e and that may affect the invariants are included in trace′ e.
Such messages are identified by looking up the records < ‘R’, MID, R ID, SENDER
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Algorithm 5 Identify Traces for Replay
Require: INPUT: trace1 , . . . , tracen , where tracei means the retrieved trace file of
node i. We let e denote the node on which the error is detected.
1: Let set T be empty. Let trace1 , . . . , tracen be empty.
2: In tracee , consider the trace segment from earliest Anchor Point recorded to the
recode where error is detected. Based on the inserted record h′ I ′ , NULL, R OP i
right after the assertion, mark all RECEIVE records which may affect the invariant. Save this part to trace′ e .
3: T = T + trace′ e .
4: while T 6= φ do
5:
Let t be the first element in T , and k be the corresponding node.
6:
for any marked RECEIVED record in t do
7:
Analyze where message comes from (SENDER) and what the message id
is (MID).
8:
In traceSENDER , find the SEND record which indicates MID is send to node
k.
9:
Let trace′′ SENDER be the trace segment from the earliest Anchor Point
recorded to the SEND record in traceSENDER .
10:
if R OP 6= NULL then
11:
For any hR ID, xi in R OP , mark x RECEIVE record whose ID is
R ID backward from the SEND record.
12:
T = T + { trace′′ SENDER }
13:
end if
14:
trace′ SENDER = trace′ SENDER ∪ trace′′ SENDER
15:
end for
16:
remove t from T .
17: end while
18: trace′ 1 , . . . , trace′ n are what we want, where trace′ i means the set of trace segments reelected from tracei for replay on node i.
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>. From parameter SENDER, we can determine the previous node the message
comes from, and then the algorithm checks the trace of node SENDER to find the
SEND record < ‘S’ , MID, R OP > with the same MID (step 4-17). If the message is
initialized by node SENDER, the path is completed. Otherwise, we continue searching
where the message sent by node SENDER comes from. Based on the dependence
relationship analyzed in Section 5.1, the algorithm checks all R OP in records from
the first Anchor point to the SEND record, and finds all RECEIVE Records which
may have influence on the sent message. By repeating this process, the entire path
is generated. Since a node may be included more than once on the possible messages
transmission paths, sub-traces found out each time have to be taken into consideration
together to guarantee that there are no missing messages which are possibly related
to the error.
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Figure 5.3. Decide which part of trace used by replay based on message matching

Based on the correctness of replay in a single node discussed in Chapter 4, we now
prove the correctness of Algorithm 5.
Theorem 5.2.1 After Algorithm 5 is applied, the rest of the trace segments are still
enough for replaying errors.
Proof Based on Algorithm 5, each output trace’ i contains the earliest anchor point.
Based on the correctness of the single node replay, each trace can be independently
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replayed. Therefore, if the location where the error is detected is on the same node
where the error source is, the proof is accomplished.
Next we prove this situation: an error is detected on node i, and the error source is
on node j, where i 6= j. Without loss of generality, we assume the error is propagated
along with a path P = j → i1 → i2 → . . . → in → i. For node i, it must have at least
one RECEIVE record before the error detection. For each RECEIVE record, there
is one corresponding SENDER, and in must be one of them. Then the algorithm can
find node in . If in does not modify the message received by node i, then the algorithm
can find a SEND Record by matching MID, and continue the process. Otherwise,
R OP is checked and all related RECEIVE records will be processed, which must
contain the messages from node in-1 to in . By repeating this procedure, all possible
paths are built in the reverse order, and P is included. Therefore the result is enough
for replay. Furthermore, by reversing the searching path generated by Algorithm 5,
a replay order can be found.

5.2.2 Independent Replay
Once the trace segments of each node are decided, we can replay each node independently, by feeding each with its own retrieved trace segments. The Replay
procedure is similar to Chapter 4, and only the log process functions for LOG type 6
is added.
processLOG(type 6) - The LOG type 6 is only responsible for maintaining the
message transmission. It is used in replay Preprocessor and this is not added
into Reconstructed Log Files. Consequently this is not processed in single node
replay.
Algorithm 5 can find all traces segments under the conditions C1-C4 listed at
the beginning of this section. For condition C5, however, we need to reverse the
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search order among the trace segments. Take “n RECEIVE data FROM m cond”
in Table 3.2 for example. If no WSN domain knowledge is available, the property
will be decomposed and checked only on the sender and the receiver. If a sender
successfully sends a message but the message is lost by a relay node, an error will
be reported on the receiver. However, since there is no message received, the replay
will stop at the receiver. When this happens, we reverse the search order by starting
from the beginning trace segment so we can find out exactly how the specific message
is originated and forwarded before it finally gets lost. We can then replay the trace
from the sending end. ERROR#3 in Table 3.3 shows such an example.
There may be redundant traces that escape the removal by Algorithm 5. The
reason is that the dependence information is collected statically and, therefore, conservatively. Spurious dependence may cause certain traces to be mistaken as having
an effect on the detected error. For future work, dynamic dependence analysis may
be considered, such that more redundant traces can be removed.

5.3 Experiments
The tool discussed in Chapter 4 is extended by adding the code handling LOG
type 6 and processLOG(type 6). We still use the two test cases: (a) TC1 (AODV)
and (b) TC2 (Multihoposcilloscope) and the same deployed wireless sensor networks
(details are described in Section 3.4), as our experiment environment. Similarly, the
global properties checked in our experiments and the errors found using our approach
are listed in Table 3.3, in Section 3.4.
Table 5.1 lists the number of nodes involved in our tracing and replay approach
during the diagnosis after the error is detected. The fifth column shows the maximum
number of nodes that may need to be replayed until the faulty program location is
located, based on the worst-case scenario. In contrast, the sixth column shows the
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actual number of nodes replayed to find the faulty location in our experiment. The
result shows that although execution trace is recorded on every node, only a few
nodes need to be replayed. The details of each detected error will be discussed in
next section.
Table 5.1 Global properties under detection
Error

#
of Node
Nodes
Error
Recorded Detected
on

Hops to
Trace

Max #
Nodes
Replayed

Actual
#
of
Nodes
Replayed

#1

30

node 1

1

4

2

#2

30

node 0

0

1

1

#3

150

node 0

5
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7

5.3.1 Test Case Study
In this section, we analyze the error source by replaying the recorded trace.
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Figure 5.4. Source code of Error#1
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The TC1-Link Creation property requires that a message transmission path must
be established between Node 1 and Node 0 (i.e. the basestation). ERROR#1 (shown
in Figure 5.4) was detected on Node 1 during the experiment. However, the error
source was located on Node 0 (the destination node). The replay on Node 1 showed
that the RREQ message had been sent over and over. By following the message
propagation path, four nodes that are one hop away from Node 1 (including Node 0)
were replayed. The replay of Node 0 showed that, although the RREQ message had
been received, it did not properly update the routing table and send a reply message.
Moreover, the replays show that this error occurred when there was only one hop
between Node 1 (the node that is responsible for sending a message) and Node 0 (the
node that is supposed to receive a message). Under this circumstance, the condition
route table [id].hop > hop (c.f. Figure 5.4) could not hold. Due to this error, the
Node 0 would not send a RREP message and would fail to establish the path, which
is a violation of the TC1-Link Creation property).
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Figure 5.5. Source code of Error#2

ERROR#2 (shown in Figure 5.5) was detected on Node 0. The replay for Node 0
alone showed that the error source was also located on Node 0: the memory address
of the received message was incorrectly changed and the message type was read in
an incorrect position. After successfully receiving and delivering the first message
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from the source node, the base-station failed to deliver the received message to the
application layer, which is a violation of the TC1-Message Transmission property.
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Figure 5.6. Source code of Error#3

ERROR#3 was detected on Node 0 when we increased the size of WSN to 150 Z1
motes. On the one hand, replaying of Node 0, however, found no error in the program.
On the other hand, there was no message to back trace to other nodes. Hence we
have C5 discussed in Section 5.2, and message tracing must start from Node 1, where
a RREQ message is sent. The error source was found when we replayed a node
that was 5 hops away from Node 1. In this AODV implementation, the maximum
hops for a broadcasted RREQ message is set to 10. Based on our deployed WSN
size, the number of hops between Node 1 and Node 0 (i.e. the base-station) is less
than 10. If the hop number is increased correctly (i.e., one for each hop), then
the RREQ message that is to search for a routing path, can be received by Node
0 and the path can be established successfully. However, as Figure 5.6 shows, the
number of hops was mistakenly increased one more time when the RREQ message
was forwarded. As a result, the RREQ message expired at the fifth hop, which caused
the link establishment to fail. Note that ERROR#3 is successfully diagnosed with
7 nodes replayed, which is a much smaller number than the maximum replays that
may be needed in the worst replay order. In the worst possible order of the replay
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sequence, all 67 nodes that are less than 5 hops away from the source node might be
replayed. Adding Node 0 and the node on which the error source is located, a total
of 69 nodes would be replayed in such a worst case.
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6 RELATED WORK
6.1 Wireless Sensor Networks Software Debugging
Next are discussed the methods for error diagnosis and debugging for wireless
sensor networks.
Program analysis [37, 42–44] is widely used for wireless sensor network error detection. Model checking [45–47] is one of the main approaches for error detection in
distributed systems. The essential idea is that given a system design/implementation
and a property which should be satisfied by that system, by systematically checking
all possible execution paths, a model checker either outputs YES if the property can
be maintained by the system or generates a counterexample otherwise. Theoretically, model checking should explore the entire state-spaces in a controlled environment. However, for large programs the state-explosion problem becomes a fundamental problem in applying model checking. To combat this problem, researchers have
investigated reducing techniques to control the state explosion, such as symmetry reduction [48] and partial-order reduction [49]. Moreover, to explore fully the behavior
of large programs using practical resources, e.g., time and memory, heuristics are also
introduced in model checking, particularly depth-bounding and context-bounding.
Depth-bounding [37, 50] limits the state search within a pre-defined number of steps,
while context-bounding [51] distinguishes between preempting and non-preempting
context switches and bounds the number of preempting context switches. However,
model checking has two main limitations. On the one hand, a networked embedded
system reacts to events whose timing is difficult to predict or specify at the time of the
program development. Furthermore, the errors that have been detected in the labora-
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tory may significantly differ from the errors emerging in the real deployment because
of the different conditions. Due to the dynamic and complicated WSN application, it
is difficult and sometimes infeasible to let the controlled environment precisely reflect
the real running situation, and errors often exist in the network after deployment. On
the other hand, even by applying the reducing or heuristic techniques, the scalability
of model checking still becomes an issue. In general, model checking handles the
WSN with small number of sensor nodes. However, in the real application, tens of
hundreds of sensor nodes are used and some errors can not manifest themselves when
the WSN is trivial. For example, one of our experiments shows that an error related
to calculate the number of hops incorrectly was detected in a WSN with 150 sensor
nodes while was hidden in a WSN with only 30 sensor nodes.
Simulation/emulation [38,52–55] offers considerable flexibility but often takes significantly more time than the direct execution. Another factor to consider is that the
simulated cases may not be sufficiently extensive to catch errors that may happen
during the real operation. The simulated operation environment may also be quite
different from the operational environment.
Interactive debugging [40,56,57] allows programmers to interact with sensor nodes
by sending commands. The set of commands usually includes those which set break
points, watch points, and initiate step-by-step tracing. This methodology works particularly well if the programmer already knows what kind of errors will happen and
where the places to look are. Otherwise, the step-by-step execution can be quite
slow and tedious, with no guarantee that the anticipated error will surface in the
debugging mode. In other circumstances, especially when the number of motes to be
debugged simultaneously is large, it seems much more convenient to have execution
traces ready when an error is detected.
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Run-time logging [2, 3, 58–62] has gained increased importance recently. The critical questions encountered when adopting this approach include what kind of errors
should be monitored, where and how to log information for later debugging, and
how to analyze the logged information necessary to find out the error cause. Among
recent efforts, Sympathy [60] focuses on data-collection applications. The metrics
generated by each node are sent to a data sink, and a decision tree is applied to the
collected data to find the failures. TinyTrace [61] implements an efficient approach to
trace intraprocedural and interprocedural control-flow of all interleaving concurrent
events. Dustminer [3] is a tool for uncovering bugs in networked sensing applications
due to nondeterministic and incorrect interactions between different nodes. This tool
collects a sequence of events and uses data mining techniques to recognize abnormal
behaviors. PAD [2] is a light-weight packet marking scheme for collecting necessary
hints, and it uses a probabilistic inference model residing at the sink to capture unique
features of the sensor networks. Passive Distributed Assertions [59] allows the programmer to define certain properties of a distributed system. The state information
of each affected node is collected and analyzed through a separately-deployed sniffer
network. PD2 [58] focuses on the data flows generated by an application. It relates
the poor application performance to significant data losses or latencies of certain data
flows (called problematic data flows) as they go through the software modules on individual nodes and through the network. However, these methods either focus on only
a single node or the logging information is too coarse to reproduce errors. Besides
software-only approaches, hardware-supported approach [63–65] is also used for runtime logging. AVEKSHA [64] provides a hardware-software approach to trace events
at runtime in a sensor node without slowing down the application. The hardwaresupported approach can provide a low-overhead logging. However, it is generally
designed for a particular platform and for monitoring limited type of events. Com-
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pared to our source-level tracing, the collected trace is hard to read and re-matched
to the source code.

6.2 Record and Replay
The methods for record and replay can be loosely classified into three categories:
software-only, hardware-only, and a hybrid approach. Given that our work is softwareonly, we briefly survey the current software-only record-and-replay techniques in distributed and parallel systems.
One typical methodology is to record all possible factors (i.e., non-determinism)
that affect the program’s execution and then re-execute the program. Although this
approach is capable to replay the original execution perfectly , the overhead is huge.
For example, iDNA [66], developed by Microsoft, logs the memory instruction input
values and maintains a copy of user-level memory to identify system-call side-effects.
PinPlay [7], developed by Intel, is a framework for deterministic capture and reproducible analysis of parallel programs. In addition, numerous works have made an
effort on to reduce the overhead of space and execution time [67, 68]. To lower the
production-run recording overhead further, another replay method, only recording
partial replay information, has been provided in recent year. PRES [8] records only
partial execution information called sketching. Based on the recorded sketching, it
navigates a non-deterministic execution space several times trying to reproduce errors. After several replay attempts, PRES can then reproduce the error with 100%
probability on every subsequent replay for diagnostic purpose. ODR [6] addresses
the output-failure replay problem by using output-determinism rather than valuedeterminism. That is, it generates a run that exhibits the same outputs as the
original rather than an identical replica in order to achieve a low-overhead recording
of multiprocessor runs.
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However, the literature discussed above focuses on multiprocessors/multi-cores,
and their nature of non-determinism is quite different from that arising from distributed systems. The latter are due to factors such as interrupts, network delays,
and unreliable communication. Moreover, the replay techniques mentioned above
have mainly been used on resource-rich platforms, and cannot be used practically on
networked embedded systems which generally have severe resource limitations. For
networked embedded systems, Sundmark and Thane [45] took a snapshot of the of the
execution context checksums when an interrupt occurs during the recording phase.
Gracioli and Fischmeister [46] have adopted hierarchy approaches to record interrupt
behavior. Moreover, they have used the observed principle of return address clustering and a formal model for quantitative reasoning about the tracing mechanism to
tune their tracing mechanism. However, the above works only consider errors caused
by interrupts, and the result is not always accurate.
Additionally, with respect to instrumentation, the record-and-replay techniques
can also be separated into the source-level and the binary-level instrumentation. On
the one hand, most of the works discussed above used binary level instrumentation
due to the lack of source code for system or commercial packets. On the other
hand, source-level instrumentation offers a high portability across different devices
and an easy correlation to the original program, which provides an easier way to help
programmers locate error source. Wu et.al [47] have used an execution flow chat
to decide the non-deterministic information for distributed systems, and generated a
record program and a replay program at the same time. However, their work assumes
that the side effects of an unreachable function can be pre-acknowledged, which is
not always true in most distributed embedded systems.
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6.3 System Behavior Synthesis
Our GPD algorithm utilizes WSN domain knowledge to obtain a message-efficient
decomposition. To our best knowledge, there are no prior studies or tools which
employ a similar approach. Our property definition benefits from prior work on automatic synthesis and macro programming. With automatic synthesis [69–72], the
behavior of the overall system is specified in a global manner, and then it is automatically synthesized to obtain a distributed implementation from the specification. The
previous study focuses on the design of distributed systems, whose main difficulty
resides in the extremely high number of possible interactions between the concurrent
components of the system. In a macro-programming [73, 74] system, the user writes
a single program that specifies the global operations for the entire system, and the
framework automatically decomposes this into a set of micro-programs for each node.
Unfortunately, the results from these cited prior work cannot be directly utilized for
our purpose due to the several reasons presented next.
First, the automatic synthesis is applied in the system design phase. The decomposition result describes local behaviors which can be implemented in different ways
(including different algorithms, data structures, variables, and so on) by different programmers. Our approach must deal with an existing application program and must
take domain-specific information in order for error detection to be feasible.
Second, in our work, the global property is defined at a high level by using abstractions, a method which is similar to macro programming. But instead of generating
a program running on individual nodes (which is the purpose of macro programming
system), our decomposition tool produces a piece of code to represent properties to
be checked.
In summary, our decomposition framework and its supporting tools represent a
new approach shown to be effective for error detection in wireless sensor networks.
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Error detection and diagnosis for network embedded systems remain challenging tasks
due to their large number of computing entities, hardware resource constrains, and
inherited nondeterminism. In this dissertation, we take wireless sensor networks, a
special but representative type of network embedded systems, as a concrete example,
to investigate error detection and dignosis.
We have presented a domain specific language SensorC to specify properties and
a Global Property Decomposition (GDP) algorithm intergraded with our developed
SensorC compiler, which is responsible for decomposing the given properties and for
finding nodes to detect those properties locally. As our experiments have illustrated,
the approach can (a) reduce the error detection time; (b) reduce the communication
traffic for state information exchanges used in centralized error detection; and (c)
narrow down the range of collected trace used for off-line replay. In addition, the
global specification can also be intergraded with other verification approaches such
as model checking.
To help programmers reproduce and diagnosis errors, we have presented a
dependence-based source-level method for memory-efficient tracing and replay. The
tool developed based on our method is independent of the hardware platforms and
the cross compiler (except for a system library call to make certain memory accesses
atomic) and has been applied on WSNs consisting of TelosB motes and Z1 motes separately. The experiments results show that our work has advanced a way to instrument
several test programs on WSN under the stringent program memory constraints by
using this proposed method, and we found and diagnosed realistic errors.
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Our current experiments are performed on TinyOS-based WSN applications; however, the proposed methodology and tool can be applied to other networked embedded
systems if (a) the system domain information is acquired; and (b) the applications
satisfy the assumptions made in Chapter 2.
Despite the above efforts, there are still several problems to be solved in the
future research. First, in our current work, the routing information is useful for
property decomposition only if the WSN is stationary, and we have yet to define the
decomposition rules in a fine-gained for dynamic WSN. In addition, although we have
detected and located some realistic errors, we need to conduct more experiments so as
to apply the algorithm to additional WSN applications and other types of networked
embedded systems.
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